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Anders Sorman-Nilsson is a futurist and innovation
strategist helping leaders decode trends, decipher
what’s next and turn provocative questions into
provocative strategies.

Anders's biography
Anders Sorman-Nilsson’s Background
As the Swedish-Australian founder of Thinque, Sorman-Nilsson (LLB MBA) has become a valued
strategist to Fortune 500s and ASX leaders, converting provocative questions into proactive, predictive
strategies. A global thought leader since 2005, Anders works across four continents as a speaker, futurist
and author.
Anders is an active member of TEDGlobal and has keynoted at TEDx in the United States and Australia,
was nominated for the World Economic Forum’s Young Global Leader in 2019, and was the keynote
speaker at the G20’s Y20 Summit in Australia. His presentations are meticulously researched, highly
energetic and always fascinating with content tailored to the audience, which is why clients like Apple,
Cisco, Mercedes Benz, Hilton, SAP, Gartner and Macquarie Bank have turned to Anders over the years
to help them to push the bounds of the status quo — translating research into valuable foresight and
business impact.
Featured regularly in international Media including Monocle, Business Insider, Sky News Business, CIO
Magazine and BOSS, Anders has authored two books; Digilogue: how to win the digital minds and
analogue hearts of tomorrow’s customer and Thinque Funky: upgrade your thinking. His new book is out
and it is called: Seamless: A Hero’s Journey of Digital Disruption, Adaptation and Human transformation.

Anders's talks

Digilogue: How to win the digital minds and analogue hearts of tomorrow's customers
As some organisations careen recklessly into the digital future and others are left behind by
remaining steeped in the ways of old, thought leaders are coming to realise there is an important
middle ground. Most often that’s where your customers and clients want you to be, the place

where digital and analogue converge – the ‘digilogue’. In the digilogue it is understood that
digital satisfies a customer’s mind while analogue soothes the heart.
KNOWING WHERE THIS PLACE IS DEMANDS: – An understanding of the parts of your
business that simply cannot be allowed to go digital – An intimate knowledge of the customer
experience, of the touch points that thrill them, that speak to their hearts and not their heads – An
understanding of how your organisation tells its story to its public – A recognition of the artisanal
skill, or customer service, that keeps customers coming back Every business must know where
its middle ground lies, where the old-school artisan meets the efficiency and power of the future.
This customised presentation will help your people find where that place is.
Future Thinking
The world has changed and it’s a little out of whack. Organisations and leaders are struggling to
find their bearings, and many feel overwhelmed by the changes they are facing. Globally, tidal
waves of new ideas and thought currents are smashing old school thinking to smitherines. You
and your leaders need a thinking strategy that is as flexible as a GPS, and that enables you to
stay on trend, to adapt with the times, and successfully navigate a constantly shifting business
landscape.
Are your leaders tuned into, driving and manifesting the latest thinking from across the globe? Is
your organisation on trend, or is it likely to be smashed by disruptive innovation? Are your teams
able to cope with the changes they are tasked with, or are they still coming to grips with the last
change roll-out? Is your salesforce still knocking on doors, making cold calls, and refusing to
leverage their efforts in an age of sales innovation?
ATTENDEES WILL LEAVE WITH AN UNDERSTANDING OF HOW TO:
– Spot disruptive trends, feel the underlying currents of change, and position their ideas
successfully
– Create future scenarios and future-proof your company based on their observations and
thinking
– Successfully ride disruptive innovation, generation and communication trends
Seamless: Digital adaptation and human transformation
How do you design frictionless customer experiences where customers can seamlessly navigate
between digital and analogue touchpoints?
This is the main question Anders explores in this thought-provoking keynote. Emerging
technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Virtual Reality and the Internet of Things are enabling
more and more brands to become truly ‘seamless’.
This presentation will provide you with fascinating case studies and best practices from smart
brands that understand how intelligent technologies can amplify customer service, create
compelling customer experiences, remove friction and transform our lives.
THIS BESPOKE TAILORED PRESENTATION WILL PROVIDE:
– A futurephile’s guide to creating seamlessness for your brand and organization
Waves of change: Global trends that will disrupt your existence
Waves of change are rolling towards us and you’d better be prepared. But how do you spot the
waves, or identify what’s going on in the market? How do you sense the direction of the currents,
or establish what it means for your business? And how do you best position yourself so you’re
not washed away, or choose a market position and ride the wave?
The WAVES OF CHANGE THREATENING EVERY BUSINESS ARE:
– Digital Disruption – managing the tension between the analogue and digital touch points
– media Madness – realising that every company must think like a media company
– Data Driven Dominance – working out how to turn data into competitive knowledge
THIS KEYNOTE WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH THE FOLLOWING FORESIGHTS:
– Which new markets you should target, and how to identify and engage them

– How to step back and deconstruct your own business model to identify new, non-traditional
partnerships
– How to sort through the data storm to turn customer insight into intelligent and strategic
business assets
– How to build innovation strategy that disrupts your competitors
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